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Bis(oligonucleotide) conjugates with synthetic linkers connect-
ing short complementary oligonucleotides are known to form
synthetic DNA or RNA hairpins which are, in some cases, more
stable than natural hairpins which possess oligonucleotide link-
ers.1,2 We report here that conjugates possessing stilbenediether
(SE) linkers (Chart 1) form exceptionally stable (poly)dT-SE-
(poly)dA hairpins. The crystal structure of a SE-bridged hairpin
confirms that it adopts a B-form structure in which the stilbene
is π-stacked with the adjacent base pair. The stilbenediether also
mediates novel lattice interactions that are distinct from those
normally found in DNA crystals. The singlet excited state of the
stilbenediether is a strong electron donor which is rapidly
quenched by either neighboring dT-dA or dC-dG base pairs
which function as electron acceptors. This behavior is comple-
mentary to that of conjugates possessing a stilbenedicarboxamide
linker (SA, Chart 1), which serves as an electron acceptor.3,4

The conjugates1-7 display a long wavelength absorption band
(λmax ) 327 nm) assigned to the stilbeneπ,π* transition and a
shorter wavelength band (λmax ) 260 nm) assigned to overlapping
stilbene and nucleobase absorption bands. The 260 nm bands of
conjugates1-7 display an increase in absorbance (hypochromism)
upon heating in aqueous buffer containing 0.1 M NaCl. The
thermal dissociation profiles provide melting temperatures which
are reported in Chart 1. The CD spectrum of4 has a positive
band at 283 nm and a negative band at 250 nm, consistent with
formation of a B-form DNA structure in solution. The 327 nm
absorption band for4 is similar in appearance to that of SE2 in
methanol (λmax ) 324 nm) and displays neither hypochromism
nor induced circular dichroism.

Single crystals of the bromine-labeled hairpin7 were obtained
by crystallization from solutions containing Sr2+ ions.5-10 The

asymmetric unit consists of four hairpins and four Sr2+ ions
(Figure 1). All four hairpins adopt B-form DNA conformations
in which the stilbenediether isπ-stacked with the adjacent dG-
dC base pair with a plane-to-plane separation of 3.25 Å and twist
angles of between 10 and 20°. Their structures differ mainly in
the sugar-phosphate backbone conformation, with the positions
of the base pairs and stilbene being nearly superimposable (Figure
2). The Sr2+ ions are located near the SE-end of the hairpins, in
the center of the minor groove, and form outer-sphere contacts
to O2 and N3 acceptors of pyrimidines and purines, respectively.

Both ethylenes in the SE2 linker adopt gauche conformations,
as is the case for 1,2-dimethoxyethane and poly(ethyleneoxide).11

This results in a rather short end-to-end distance for the linker;
the average distance between the outer SE2 oxygen atoms is
∼16.5 Å. The average inter-strand distance between phosphorus
atoms bound to the SE2 linker is 18.1 Å and thus comparable to
the average distance of 17.7 Å for phosphorus atoms from
opposite strands in all other dimer steps. Evidently the SE2 linker
has nearly optimal dimensions for the formation of a stable B-form
DNA hairpin. Increasing the number of methylenes in the linker
from two to four results in a decrease in solutionTM for the series
of hairpins3, 5, and6 (Chart 1). Molecular modeling of5 and6
indicates that the longer linkers must form gauche-turns which
are expected to be entropically unfavorable. The hairpin6 has
the sameTM as the stilbenediamide-linked hairpin (dT)4SA(dA)4,
which has the same total number of atoms in the linker. Efforts
to grow crystals of a SA-linked hairpin with the same base-
sequence as that of7 have been unsuccessful.
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Chart 1. Linker and Conjugate Structures and Melting
Temperatures
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The four stilbenediether linkers in each asymmetric unit are
aggregated in an edge-to-face or “pinwheel” tetramer geometry
(Figure 1) which has previously been identified as the “unit
aggregate” for extended stilbene arrays both in crystals and
Langmuir-Blodgett films.12 To our knowledge, an isolated
pinwheel tetramer has not previously been reported. According
to Vaday et al.12 the packing energy of a stilbene tetramer is
approximately one-third that of lattice energy of an extended layer.
Thus arene-arene interactions as well as hydrophobic association
may be responsible for the unusual tetramer geometry of the
hairpin 7 The average dihedral angle between stilbenes is 73°,
somewhat larger than the 60° dihedral angle observed for several
layered stilbene crystals.12 The shortest stilbene-stilbene edge-
to-face C-C contact is 3.2 Å, similar to that for aromatic
hydrocarbons which adopt a herringbone packing motif.12,13

The stilbenediether diol SE2 is strongly fluorescent, having
an emission maximum at 380 nm, a fluorescence quantum yield

Φf ) 0.32, and singlet decay timeτ ) 350 ps in methanol
solution.14 The hairpins4-7 have significantly weaker fluores-
cence (Φf < 0.01) than SE2, but similar emission band shapes.
Decreased fluorescence intensity in the hairpins is attributed to
electron-transfer quenching in which the singlet stilbene serves
as the electron donor and the neighboring base pair as the electron
acceptor. The free energy of photoinduced electron transfer can
be estimated from the stilbenediether diol singlet energy (ES )
3.45 eV) and oxidation potential (Eox ) 0.92 V vs SCE in DMF
solution) and the nucleoside reduction potentials (Erdn).15 By using
the nucleoside oxidation potentials in DMF solution reported by
Seidel et al.16 reduction of dT and dC should be exergonic (Erdn

) -2.26 and-2.36 V, respectively), but reduction of dA and
dG should be endergonic (Erdn ) -2.67 and<-3.0 V, respec-
tively). The occurrence of fluorescence quenching via rapid
electron transfer is supported by picosecond time-resolved
transient absorption spectroscopy.17 The singlet state of SE2 in
THF solution has broad transient absorption centered at 575 nm
with a decay time of 360 ps, similar to the fluorescence decay
time. The hairpins4 and 7 have a much narrower transient
absorption at 530 nm which is assigned to the stilbenediether
cation radical. The transients from4 and 7 have a rise time of
∼0.2 ps and decay times of 32 and 13 ps for4 and7, respectively.
The complete decay of the cation radical and short decay times
suggest that charge recombination is more rapid than charge
migration in these hairpins.

These results serve to establish that properly designed bis-
(oligonucleotide) conjugates can adopt exceptionally stable B-form
DNA hairpin structures in which an aromatic chromophore is
positioned parallel to the adjacent base pair. The conjugates1-4
haveTM values (Chart 1) which are 5-10 °C higher than those
previously reported for the corresponding SA-linked hairpins2b

and are the most stable synthetic hairpins studied to date. Factors
which may influence hairpin stability includeπ-stacking ability
of the chromophore and the total length and flexibility of the
linker. In our earlier studies of arenedicarboxamide linkers, the
SA3 or naphthalenediamide18 linker chromophore served as an
electron acceptor and the nucleobases guanine or adenine as
electron donors. In the present study the donor and acceptor roles
are reversed, the stilbenediether serving as the electron donor and
the nucleobases thymine and cytosine as electron acceptors. In
addition to serving as a source of electrons for photoinjection
into DNA, the stilbenediethers may function as hole traps in
studies of hole hopping in DNA.
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Figure 1. The four SE hairpin molecules constituting the crystallographic
asymmetric unit viewed along the pseudo 4-fold axis. The crystallographic
b-axis runs along the horizontal, the “pinwheel-like” arrangement by the
stilbene moieties is visible in the center and Sr2+ ions are shown as filled
circles.

Figure 2. Stereo diagram depicting a superposition of the four crystal-
lographically independent SE hairpin molecules. The SE units are located
at the bottom.
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